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FULLY DEGENERATE MONGE AMPE´RE EQUATIONS
PANAGIOTA DASKALOPOULOS AND KI-AHM LEE
Abstract. In this paper, we consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue prob-
lem for the Monge-Ampe´re equation: find a non-negative weakly convex clas-
sical solution f satisfying


detD2f = fp in Ω
f = ϕ on ∂Ω
for a strictly convex smooth domain Ω ⊂ R2 and 0 < p < 2. When {f = 0}
contains a convex domain, we find a classical solution which is smooth on
{f > 0} and whose free boundary ∂{f = 0} is also smooth.
1. Introduction
We consider in this work the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the
Monge-Ampe´re equation: find a non-negative weakly convex classical solution f
satisfying
(MA)


detD2f = fp in Ω
f = ϕ on ∂Ω
for a strictly convex bounded smooth domain Ω ⊂ R2, with ϕ > 0 on ∂Ω and
smooth, and 0 < p < 2.
The study of problem (MA) is motivated by the general Minkowski problem in
differential geometry, asking to find the manifold whose Gauss curvature has been
prescribed. More generally, the Gauss curvature itself may depend on the graph
z = f(P ) of the manifold, namely
detD2f(P ) = h(P, f(P ),∇f(P )).
For a positive bounded h, this problem has been discussed by many authors and
the C1,1-regularity of f has been established (c.f. in [GT]). When h is allowed to
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be zero, f is not always a C1,1 function, as it will be discussed in the sequel. The
regularity of f is an open problem (c.f. Aubin [Au]).
One of the interesting cases is when h = 0 on the vanishing set of f , especially
when h = fp, as in problem (MA). For p = 1, this problem corresponds to an
eigenvalue problem describing the asymptotic behavior, as t→ T , of the parabolic
Monge-Ampe´re equation

ft = detD
2f in Ω× (0, T )
f = η(t)ϕ on ∂Ω
where η(t) = 1/(T − t).
For f < 0, f = 0 on ∂Ω and h = (−f)−(n+2) in Ω, problem (MA) was considered
by Cheng and Yau in [CY]. When, h = (−λf)n problem (MA) corresponds to
the eigenvalue problem for the concave operator (detD2f)
1
n and has been studied
in [Li] . The exponential nonlinearity, h = e−2f has been studied by Cheng and
Yau in [CY2]. Equation detD2f = h with a degenerate source term h has been
studied at [G]. The limiting case p → 0+, f(x)p → χ{f>0} was considered by O.
Savin, [S] as the obstacle problem for Monge-Ampe´re equation, where the obstacle
stays below the graph of f . The second author also considered the case where the
obstacle stays above the graph of f .
Since f(x)p → χ{f>0} as p→ 0+, (MA) corresponds to a perturbation problem
for the obstacle problem
detD2f = χ{f>0}
and f ≥ 0 in Ω.
Depending on the boundary values ϕ one of the three possibilities may occur in
(MA):
i. f > 0 in Ω: the equation (MA) is then strictly elliptic and by the regularity
theory of fully-nonlinear equations, f is C∞ smooth in Ω (cf. [CC]).
ii. f ≡ 0 on a convex sub-domain Λ(f) ⊂ Ω: equation (MA) becomes degenerate
on Λ(f) and Γ(f) = ∂Λ(f) is the free-boundary associated to this problem.
The function f is C∞ smooth on Ω(f) = Ω \ Λ(f) (cf. [CC]). The optimal
regularity of f up to the interface will be discussed in this work.
iii. f(P0) = 0 at a single point P0 ∈ Ω and f > 0, on Ω \ {P0}: equation becomes
degenerate at the point P0. The function f is C
∞ smooth on Ω \ {P0} (cf.
[CC]). However, the regularity of f at P0 is an open question.
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We will restrict our attention from now on to the case (ii) above, where the
solution f of (MA) vanishes on a domain Λ(f).
By looking at radial solutions z = f(r) on Ω = B2(0) which vanish on B1(0), we
find that the expected behavior of f near the interface r = 1 is f(r) ∼ (r−1)q+, with
q given in terms of p by q = 32−p . This motivates the introduction of the pressure
function
(1.1) g = q
2
3 f
1
q , q =
3
2− p .
A direct calculation shows that g satisfies the problem
(MAP)


g detD2g + θ (g2ygxx − 2gxgygxy + g2xgyy) = χ{ g>0 } inΩ
g = ϕ¯ on∂Ω
with
θ =
1 + p
2− p
and ϕ¯(x) = q
2
3 ϕ
1
q . One observes that θ > 0 iff p < 2 which explains our assumption
on p.
A similar concept of pressure plays an important role in obtaining the optimal
regularity of solutions to another degenerate equation, this time parabolic, the
porous medium equation, namely the flow of a density function f of a gas through
a porous medium given by
(PME) ft = △fm on Rn.
The corresponding pressure g = fm−1 of the gas satisfies
(1.2) gt = (m− 1)g△g + |∇g|2, on Rn.
The pressure g is more natural in terms of the regularity. For a classical solution,
the expanding speed of the free boundary ∂Ω(g) = ∂{g > 0} is |∇g|. If we observe
that the free boundary expands with finite non-degenerate speed, g grows linearly
away from the free boundary ∂Ω(g), while the density f grows like a Ho¨lder func-
tion whose Ho¨lder coeffcient depends on m, [CVW]. The pressure g is a kind of
normalization of f . Then, g is Lipschitz on Rn [CVW], [CW] and smooth on Ω(g)
[DH1], [K].
A pressure-like function g =
√
2f for the parabolic Monge Ampre´ equation
(1.3) ft = detD
2f
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has also been shown to be Lipschitz globally and smooth on Ω(f) in [DH2], [DL1]
and [DL3].
Let us now turn our attention back to equation (MA). Our objective in this work
is to establish the existence of a classical solution f of the problem (MA), when the
boundary data ϕ is such that the solution f vanishes on a region Λ(f) ⊂ Ω and
therefore the equation becomes degenerate near the interface Γ(f) = ∂Λ(f). The
concept of a classical solution will be discussed in section 2.1. To guarantee that
such vanishing region exists, we assume that there is a classical super-solution ψ of
(MA) vanishing on a non-empty domain Λ(ψ) ⊂ Ω. In section 2.3 we will actually
present an example which shows that this is indeed possible.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that Ω ⊂ R2 is a strictly convex bounded smooth domain
and let ϕ ∈ C2(Ω¯), ϕ > 0 on ∂Ω and 0 < p < 2. Assume that there is a classical
super-solution ψ of (MA) vanishing on a non-empty domain Λ(ψ) ⊂ Ω. Then,
there is a classical solution of (MA) and its pressure g, given in terms of f by
(1.1), is C∞ smooth on Ω(g) up to the interface Γ. Consequently, f enjoys the
optimal regularity f ∈ Ck,α with k = [ 32−p ], α = 32−p − k, ( Ck−1,1, if k := 32−p is
an integer) and the interface Γ(g) is C∞ smooth.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 the concept of classical
solutions of (MA) is introduced and the proof of its existence via the method of
continuity is outlined. Section 3 will be devoted to the derivation of sharp a’priori
derivative estimates for classical solutions of equation (MAP). These estimates
play crucial role in establishing the C2,αs regularity of classical solutions of (MAP)
which will be shown in section 4 (see in section 2.2 for the definition of this space).
Based on the estimates in section 4, we will conclude, in section 5, the proof of the
existence of a C2,αs up to the interface solution g of (MAP) , via the method of
continuity. We will also show that the pressure g is C∞ smooth up to the interface.
Notation:
• Ω ⊂ R2 denotes a strictly convex bounded smooth domain in R2.
• ϕ denotes a smooth strictly positive function defined on ∂Ω.
• For any g ≥ 0 on Ω, we denote
Ω(g) = {x ∈ Ω | g(x) > 0}, Λ(g) = {x ∈ Ω | g(x) = 0}
and Γ(g) = ∂Λ(g).
• ds2 denotes the singular metric defined in section 2.2.
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• ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
= max∂Ω(|Dijg|+ |Dig|+ g).
• C2,αs (Ω) will be defined in section 2.2 and Ck,2+αs (Ω) will be defined in
section 5.
• ν, τ denote the outward normal and tangential directions to the level sets
of a function g.
• gν , gτ , gνν , gντ , gττ denote the derivatives of g with respect to ν, τ .
2. Classical solutions and the method of continuity
In this section we will define the concept of a classical solution of equation (MA)
[ resp. of (MAP)] and sketch the proof of its existence via a method of continuity.
2.1. The concept of classical solutions and the comparison principle. We
consider the following generalization of equation (MAP), namely
(MAPh) g detD2g + θ (g2y gxx − 2 gxgy gxy + g2x gyy) = hχ{ g>0 }
where h ∈ C2(Ω) and satisfies the bounds
(2.1) 0 < λ < h < λ−1 <∞
for some constant λ > 0.
We recall the notation Ω(g) = {x ∈ Ω | g(x) > 0} and Λ(g) = Ω \ Ω(g). On the
free-boundary Γ(g) := ∂Λ(g), where g = 0, we then have, from (MAPh),
θ (g2x gyy − 2gxgygxy + g2y gyy) = θ g2νgττ = θ g3νκ = h
where ν and τ are inward normal and tangential unit directions to Γ(g) respectively
and where κ = gττ/gν denotes the curvature of Γ(g).
More generally, denote by ν, τ the outward normal and tangential directions to
the level sets of the function g.
Definition 2.1. We say that g ∈ C2s (Ω(g)) iff
g, gν , gτ , g gνν ,
√
g gντ , gττ
extend continuously up to Ω(g) and are bounded on Ω(g).
Define the non-linear operator
(2.2) P [g] := g detD2g + θ(g2xgyy − 2gxgygxy + g2ygyy).
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Definition 2.2. Assume that g ∈ C0,1(Ω) ∩ C2s (Ω(g)) and that f =
(
q−
2
3 g
)q
,
q = 32−p is convex in Ω. The function g is called a classical super-solution (sub-
solution) of equation (MAPh) if
(2.3)


P [g] ≤ h (≥ h) in Ω(g)
P [g] = θg3ν κ ≤ h (≥ h) on Γ(g).
The function g is called a classical solution if it is both a classical super-solution
and sub-solution.
If g satisfies (MAPh), then the corresponding convex function f =
(
q−
2
3 g
)q
,
with q = 32−p , satisfies the equation
(MAh) detD2f = hfp.
Definition 2.3. A convex function f is called a classical super-solution, sub-
solution, or solution of (MAh) if the correponding pressure g belongs to C0,1(Ω) ∩
C2s (Ω(g)) and is a classical super-solution, sub-solution, or solution of (MAPh)
respectively.
Lemma 2.4. Let g1 be a classical super-solution and g2 be a classical sub-solution
of (MAPh) such that g2 < g1 on ∂Ω. Assuming that Ω(g2) ⊂ Ω(g1), we have
g2 ≤ g1 in Ω.
Proof. Choose ε > 0 sufficiently small so that gε2 := (1 + ε)g2 < g1 on ∂Ω and g
ε
2 is
a strict sub-solution of (MAPh). We claim that gε2 := (1 + ε) g2 ≤ g1 in Ω.
Indeed, let us assume that gε2 touches g1 at a point P0. If P0 ∈ Ω(gε2), then
h(P0) ≥ P [g1](P0) ≥ P [gε2](P0) > h(P0)
which is a contradiction.
Hence, we may assume that P0 ∈ ∂Ω(gε2). Clearly ∂Ω(gε2) will also touch ∂Ω(g1)
at P0. Then, at P0, we have (g
ε
2)ν ≤ (g1)ν and κ2 ≤ κ1, where κ1, κ2 denote the
curvatures of ∂Ω(g1), ∂Ω(g
ε
2) respectively. Thus at P0
(g1)ττ = (g1)ν κ1 ≥ (gε2)ν κ2 = (gε2)ττ
and then
h
θ
= (g1)
2
ν(g1)ττ ≥ (gε2)2ν(gε2)ττ =
(1 + ε)h
θ
which is a contradiction. This finishes the proof of our claim.
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Since (1 + ε) g2 = g
ε
2 ≤ g1 for any small ε > 0, letting ε → 0 we conclude that
g2(P ) ≤ g1(P ). 
Theorem 2.5 (Comparison Principle for Classical Solutions). Let g1 be a classical
super-solution and g2 be a classical sub-solution of (MAPh) such that g2 ≤ g1 on
∂Ω. Assuming that Ω(g2) ⊂ Ω(g1), we have g2 ≤ g1 in Ω.
Proof. The function gε2 = (1+ δε) (g2−ε)+ is also a strict sub-solution of (2.3) such
that gε2 < g1 on ∂Ω, for a small δε depending ε. For large ε > 0, Ω(g
ε
2) ⊂ Ω(g1)
and let ε decrease to zero. If g2  g1 in Ω, there is a positive ε > 0 such that
gε2 touches g1 at a point P0 ∈ Ω(gε2). The same argument as in the lemma above
shows that P0 can not be a point in Ω(g
ε
2), since g
ε
2 is a strict sub-solution. Also
P0 /∈ ∂Ω(gε2); otherwise ∂Ω(gε2) would touch ∂Ω(g1), for ε > 0, which leads to
contradiction similarly as in the proof of the previous lemma. 
2.2. The linearized operator near the free-boundary and sharp a’ priori
estimates. In sub-section 2.3 we will outline the proof of the existence of a classical
solution of problem (MAP) via the method of continuity. Our approach relies on
the observation that one can obtain sharp a priori estimates for classical solutions
g of the degenerate equation (MAPh) if one scales the estimates according to the
natural singular metric corresponding to problem .
To illustrate this better, assume that g is a classical solution of equation (MAPh)
and that P0 ∈ Γ(g) is a free-boundary point. We will show in section 3, that
g satisfies the a’priori bounds (2.10) and (2.11) near the free-boundary, which in
particular imply the bound
c < |Dg| ≤ c−1
for some c > 0. We may assume, without loss of generality, that gx > 0, gy = 0 at
P0 so that it is possible to solve the equation z = g(x, y) near P0 with respect to x
yielding to a map x = q(z, y) defined for all (z, y) sufficiently close to Q0 = (0, y0).
The function q satisfies the equation
(2.4)
−z detD2q + θ qz qyy
q4z
= −H(z, y)
where H(z, y) := h(x, y), x = q(x, y). Based on the a’priori estimates, we will
show in section 4 that the linearized operator of equation (2.4) near a function q
satisfying the bounds (4.8) and (4.9) is of the form
(2.5) L(q˜) = z α11 q˜zz + 2
√
zα12 q˜zy + α22 q˜yy + b q˜z + c q˜
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with (αij) strictly positive and b ≥ ν > 0.
To apply the method of continuity one needs to establish sharp a’ priori estimates
for linear degenerate equations of the form (2.5). These estimates become optimal
when scaled according to the singular metric
(SM) ds2 =
dz2
z
+ dy2
which is the natural metric corresponding this problem.
Denote by Bη the box Bη = { 0 ≤ z ≤ η2, |y − y0| ≤ η } and for any two points
Q1 = (z1, y1) and Q2 = (z2, y2) in Bη, by s the distance function
(DF) s(Q1, Q2) = |√z1 −√z2|+ |y1 − y2|
with respect to the singular metric ds2. Let Cαs (Bη) be the space of all Ho¨lder
continuous functions on Bη with respect to the distance function s. Suppose
that the function q belongs to the class Cαs (Bη) and has continuous derivatives
qt, qz, qy, qzz, qzy, qyy in the interior of Bη, and that
(2.6) q, qz, qy, z qzz,
√
z qzy, qyy ∈ Cαs (Bη)
extend continuously up to the boundary, and the extensions are Ho¨lder continuous
on Bη of class Cαs (Bη) as before. We denote by C2+αs (Bη) the Banach space of all
such functions with norm
‖q‖C2+αs (Bη) = ‖f‖Cαs (Bη) + ‖Dq‖Cαs (Bη) + ‖qt‖Cαs (Bη)
+ ‖z qzz‖Cαs (Bη) + ‖
√
z qzy‖Cαs (Bη) + ‖qyy‖Cαs (Bη) .
Definition 2.6. We say that g ∈ C2,αs (Ω(g)) if g is of class C2,α in the interior
of Ω(g) and its transformation q ∈ C2,αs (Bη) near any free-boundary point P0. We
denote by ‖g‖C2,αs the corresponding norm.
The following result follows as an easy modification of Theorem 5.1 in [DH2].
Theorem [DH] (Schauder estimate). Assume that the coefficients of the operator
L given by (2.5) belong to the class Cαs (Bη), for some η > 0, and (aij) is strictly
positive. Then, for any r < η
‖q˜‖C2,αs (Br) ≤ C
( ‖q˜‖C◦(Bη) + ‖h‖Cαs (Bη) )
for all smooth functions q˜ on Bη for which Lq˜ = h.
The following result was shown in [DL2].
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Theorem [DL] (Ho¨lder regularity). Assume that the coefficients of the operator
L given by (2.5) are bounded measurable on Bη, η > 0, with (aij) strictly positive
and b ≥ ν > 0. Set dµ = x ν2−1 dx dy. Then, there exist a number 0 < α < 1 so
that, for any r < η/2
‖q˜‖Cαs (Br) ≤ C
(
‖q˜‖C◦(Bη) + (
∫
Bη
h2 dµ)1/2
)
for all smooth functions q˜ on Bη for which Lq˜ = h.
Based on Theorem [DL] and the sharp a priori bounds Theorem 2.8, the following
a priori estimate will be shown in section 4.
Theorem 2.7 (C2,αs -estimate). Assume that g ∈ C4(Ω(g)) is a classical solution
of problem (MAP), with 0 < p < 2, and that Bρ(0) ⊂ Λ(g). Then, there exists a
constant C = C(‖ϕ¯‖C2
∂Ω
, θ, ρ ) > 0 such that ‖g‖C2,αs (Ω(g)) ≤ C.
Based on Theorem [DH] and Theorem 2.7, a C2,αs solution of the problem (MAP)
will be constructed via the method of continuity. It follows from Theorem [DH]
and an inductive argument that the pressure g is C∞ smooth up to the interface
Γ(g), which readily implies that the interface is smooth (c.f. section 4).
2.3. Existence of solutions via the method of continuity. We will now out-
line the basic steps of the proof of the existence of a classical solution of (MAP) via
the method of continuity. The proofs of these steps will be given in the following
sections.
According to our assumption in Theorem 1.1, there exists a super-solution ψ of
(MA), i.e., ψ satisfies
det(D2ψ) ≤ ψp, in Ω
which vanishes on a non-empty domain Λ(ψ) ⊂ Ω. We define
h :=
det(D2ψ)
ψp
≤ 1.
Before we proceed with the outline of the method of continuity, let us give an
example which shows that there exist boundary values φ for which such a super-
solution can be found.
Example. Set
ψ1(P ) = c1(|P |2 − ρ2)q+, q =
3
2− p
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and pick a c1 > 0 so that
2λ <
det(D2ψ1(P ))
ψ1(P )p
<
1
2
for some λ ∈ (0, 1) in Ω(ψ1). When the boundary data ϕ in (MA) is such that
ϕ ≥ ψ1, on ∂Ω
we can modify ψ1 to a convex function ψ(P ), keeping the decay rate to zero on
∂Ω(ψ), so that ψ(P ) = ϕ(P ) on ∂Ω and
(2.7) λ <
det(D2ψ(P ))
ψ(P )p
:= h(P ) < 1.
Hence, ψ is the desired super-solution.
Going back to the method of continuity, we consider the following boundary
value problems depending on a parameter t ∈ [0, 1]:
(MAt)


det(D2f(P )) = ((1− t)h+ t)fp in Ω
f = ϕ on ∂Ω.
Set ht := (1 − t)h+ t and observe that
λ < ht ≤ 1
since h satisfies (2.7). Hence, ht satisfies condition (2.1). Also, since ht ≥ h¯, a
classical solution f(P ; t) of (MAt) is a sub-solution of
(2.8)


det(D2f(P )) = h fp in Ω
f = ϕ on ∂Ω
while the given ψ(x) is a super-solution of (2.8). Hence, by the comparison lemma
2.5, if {ψ(P ) = 0} ⊂ {f(P ; t) = 0}, then f(P ; t) ≤ ψ(P ) in Ω. We are going to
carry out the method of continuity starting with f0 = ψ(x) at t = 0, keeping
{ψ(P ) = 0} ⊂ {f(P ; t) = 0}, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
so that f(P ; t) has a non-empty vanishing region Λ(f(P ; t)), for every t ∈ [0, 1].
This justifies our assumption (H-2) below.
Assume that f is a classical solution of (MAt) (we will drop the index t on f
for the rest of the section). Then, the corresponding pressure function g, defined
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in terms of f by (1.1), satisfies
(MAPt)


g detD2g + θ (g2xgyy − 2gxgygxy + g2ygxx) = ht in Ω
g = ϕ on ∂Ω
for ϕ = q
2
3ϕ
1
q .
We make the following assumptions:
(H-1) Ω ⊂ B1(0).
(H-2) f and g vanish on a non-empty sub-domain Λ(f) = Λ(g) ⊂⊂ Ω and
Bρ(0) = {x ∈ R2 : |x| < ρ} ⊂ Λ(f), for some ρ > 0.
(H-3) f is strictly positive and strictly convex on Ω(f) = {x ∈ Ω| f > 0}.
(H-4) The pressure g satisfies g ∈ C4(Ω(g)), i.e., in particular it is C4-smooth up
to ∂Ω(g).
To simplify the notation, we will set from now on
‖g‖C2
∂Ω
= max
∂Ω
(|Dijg|+ |Dig|+ g).
In the next section we will establish sharp a-priori bounds on the first and second
derivatives of the pressure g up to the interface ∂Ω, as stated in the sequel.
Theorem 2.8 (C2s -estimate). Assume that g is a classical solution of equation
(MAPh) in Ω with 0 < p < 2 and h ∈ C2(Ω) satisfying (2.1). Assume in addition
that g satisfies the assumptions (H-1)–(H-4). Define the matrix
(2.9) M = (µij) =

 g gνν + θ g2ν
√
g gντ
√
g gντ gττ


with ν, τ denoting the outer normal and tangent direction to the level sets of g
respectively. Then, there exists c = c(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ) > 0, for which the
bounds
(2.10) c ≤ |Dg| ≤ c−1
and
(2.11) c |ξ|2 ≤ µijξi ξj ≤ c−1 |ξ|2, ∀ξ 6= 0
hold on Ω(g).
Combining Theorem 2.8 with the Ho¨lder regularity Theorem [DL], we will show
in section 4 the following a priori estimate.
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Theorem 2.9 (C2,αs -estimate). Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2.8,
there is a uniform 0 < α < 1 and C = C(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ) <∞, such that
‖g‖C2,αs (Ω(g)) ≤ C.
In addition the curvature κ(g) of the free-boundary Γ(g) is of class Cα.
The above result shows that the coefficients of the matrix (2.9) are uniformly
Ho¨lder. This will be combined in section 4 with the Schauder estimate, Theorem
[DH], to obtain the following regularity of g.
Theorem 2.10 (Higher regularity). Under the same conditions as in Theorem
2.8 and the additional assumption that h ∈ C∞(Ω), the solution g of (MAPh) is
smooth on Ω(g) up to the interface Γ(g) which means that for every positive integer,
there exists Ck = C(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖Ck+2, θ, λ, ρ, k ) <∞ for which
‖g‖Ck+2,αs (Ω(g)) ≤ Ck
and the curvature κ(g) of Γ(g) is Ck,α. It follows that g is C∞-smooth up to the
interface Γ(g) and that the interface is smooth.
To implement the method of continuity, we next set
I = {t ∈ [0, 1]| (MAPt) has a classical solution satisfying (H-1)-(H-4)}.
Clearly I is nonempty since by the assumption of Theorem 1.1 ψ is a solution of
(MAPt) for t = 0. The existence of classical solution of (MAPh) is equivalent to
that 1 ∈ I. The method of continuity relies on showing that the nonempty set I is
both open and closed in [0, 1] in the relative topology, which means that I = [0, 1]
and hence 1 ∈ I.
The closedness of I easily follows from Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, as shown next.
Lemma 2.11. The set I is closed.
Proof. Let {tk} ⊂ I be a sequence converging to t0. Then, there is a sequence
of solutions {gk} of (MAPt), t = tk, and their free-boundaries Γ(gk) which have
uniform estimates depending only on the boundary data and the domain Ω. First
we can extract a converging subsequence of the free boundaries Γ(gki) to Γ0 and,
among them, extract converging subsequence gkij converging to a function g0. The
non-degeneracy estimate in (2.10) implies that Γ0 = Γ(g0) and the uniform C
2,α
s -
estimate in Theorem 2.9 implies that g0 is a solution of (MAPt) with t = t0. Hence
t0 ∈ I. 
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The openness of I will be proved in Section 5 through the stability in the pa-
rameter t, Theorem 5.1, which is similar to Theorem 8.5 in [DH2].
The method of continuity then implies the following existence of classical solu-
tions.
Theorem 2.12 (Existence of a classical solution). Under the assumptions of The-
orem 1.1, there is a classical solution g of (MAP) which satisfies the estimates in
Theorems 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10.
The rest of the paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.8 - Theorem
2.10 which, in particular, imply Theorem 1.1.
3. Optimal Estimates
In this section we are going to prove the optimal a’priori estimates stated in
Theorem 2.8. We will assume, throughout this section, that g ∈ C4(Ω(g)) is a
classical solution of equation (MAPh) in Ω with 0 < p < 2 and h ∈ C2(Ω) sat-
isfying (2.1). In addition, we will assume that g satisfies the assumptions (H-1)–
(H-4) introduced in section 2.3. We recall the notation Ω(g) = {x | g(x) > 0} and
‖g‖C2
∂Ω
= max∂Ω(|Dijg|+ |Dig|+ g).
We will first establish an upper bound on the first order derivative |Dg|.
Lemma 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, we have
max
Ω
|Dg| ≤ C(ρ, θ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C1).
Proof. We setM := r2 |Dg|2 = (x2+y2) (g2x+g2y). We will show thatM attains its
maximum at ∂Ω. This readily implies the desired bound, since r2 = x2+y2 ≥ ρ2 on
Ω(g). (Notice that we cannot bound |Dg|2 from above by the maximum principle,
if h 6= 1, so we need to multiply by r2).
Let P0 be the maximum point of M on Ω(g). Assume first that P0 ∈ Ω(g). We
may also assume, by rotating the coordinates, that
(3.1) gy = 0 and gx > 0 at P0.
Also, since Mx =My = 0 at P0, we have
(3.2) gxx = −x gx
r2
, and gxy = −y gx
r2
at P0
which combined with (3.1) and (MAPh) gives that(
θg2x −
xggx
r2
)
gyy − y
2gg2x
r4
= h
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and hence
(3.3) gyy =
r4 h+ y2 g g2x
r2 gx(θ r2gx − xg) at P0.
Let
(3.4) A = (aij) = (g gij + θ gigj)
t
denote the transpose of the matrix G = (Gij) = (g gij + θ gigj). This is the
second order derivative coefficient matrix of the linearization of equation (MAPh).
Differentiating equation (MAPh) to eliminate the third order derivatives on aijMij
and using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we find, after a direct calculation, that
(3.5) aijMij =
6∑
i=0
biM
i
D
with
D =Mr5(Mθr − xg) and b6 = 2θ(θx2 + y2)
and
|bi| ≤ C(θ, ‖h‖1), i = 1, ..., 5.
Since r ≥ x, assuming that M > θ−1maxΩ g we conclude that D > 0 at P0. Since
the leading order term in (3.5), when M is sufficiently large, is (b6M
6)/D and
b6 > 0 we conclude that either M ≤ C(ρ, p, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C1) at P0 or aijMij > 0.
In the latter case P0 cannot be a maximum point, contradicting our assumption.
Assume next that P0 ∈ Γ(g) and that M > 0 at P0. We may assume again that
(3.1) holds at P0, i.e. y is a tangential direction to Γ(g). Hence, My = 0, Mx ≤ 0
andMyy ≤ 0 also hold at P0. In addition, since g = 0 at P0, equation (MAPh) and
(3.1) imply that θ g2x gyy = h at P0. We conclude, after some direct calculations,
that
(3.6) g = 0, gxx ≤ −xgx
r2
, gxy = −ygx
r2
, gyy =
h
θg2x
at P0
and
(3.7) Myy = 2 r
2 gx gxyy +
2(x2 − 2y2) g2x
r2
+
2r2h2
θ2g4x
≤ 0, at P0.
On the other hand, differentiating equation (MAPh) with respect to x and using
(3.1) and (3.6) we find that
θ g2x gxyy −
(1 + 2θ)y2g3x
r4
− hx − (1 + 2θ)xh
r2
= 0, at P0
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which implies that gxyy = −θ−1(1 + 2 θ) gxx/ g3x. Substituting in (3.7) gives that
Myy =
2(θx2 + y2)M2
θr4
+
2(1 + 2θ)rxh + r3hx
θ
√
M
+
2r6h2
M2
≤ 0
which is impossible, if we assume that M is sufficiently large, depending on the
data. This finishes the proof. 
We will next provide a bound from below on |Dg|.
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, we have
|Dg| ≥ c(ρ, θ, λ,max
∂Ω
|Dg|, ‖h‖C1) > 0, on Ω(g).
Proof. For q > 0 we set
M := (x2 + y2)−q (x gx + y gy) = r
−2q gr, (x, y) ∈ Ω(g)
with gr denoting the radial derivative of g.
Claim: There exists an integer q > 1 which depends only on data (on ‖h‖C1 and θ)
and such that M ≥ c(ρ, θ,max∂Ω |Dg|, ‖h‖C1) > 0 on Ω(g). Since, from condition
(H-2) we have r2 = x2 + y2 > ρ2 for any (x, y) ∈ Ω(g), the claim readily implies
the desired bound from below on |Dg|.
We will next prove the claim by the maximum principle. Let P0 = (x0, y0) be an
interior minimum point ofM in Ω(g). We may assume, by rotating the coordinates,
that
(3.8) y = 0 and x > ρ > 0 at P0.
Since Mx = 0 and My = 0 at P0 we have
x gxx − (2q − 1) gx = 0 and x gxy + gy = 0 at P0
and hence
(3.9) gxx =
(2q − 1) gx
x
and gxy − gy
x
= 0 at P0.
Substituting the above to equation (MAPh), using also (3.8), gives
(3.10) gyy =
x2(1 + h) + g2y [g − (2q + 1)θxgx]
xgx [(2q − 1)g + θxgx] at P0.
Let A = (aij) be the matrix defined in (3.4). Differentiating equation (MAPh) and
(3.8) - (3.10) we find, after several direct calculations, that
L := aijMij = Σ
4
i=0
biM
i
D
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with D = (Mθx2q + (2q − 1)g) > 0 and
|bi| ≤ C(ρ, θ, λ,max
∂Ω
|Dg|, ‖h‖C1)
and
b0 = −(2q − 1)x−2q−2 g [2(q − 2)x2(h+ 1) + 2q gg2y − x3hx].
By choosing q > 1 sufficiently large (depending on ‖h‖C1) so that
2(q − 2)(h+ 1)− xhx > 0
we can make b0 < 0. We conclude from the above that L ≤ 0 unlessM(P0) ≥ c > 0,
for some constant c = c(ρ, θ, λ,max∂Ω |Dg|, ‖h‖C1). This shows that an interior
minimum of M must satisfy minM ≥ c(ρ, θ, λ,max∂Ω |Dg|) > 0.
Assume next that P0 ∈ Γ(g) is a minimum point for M . We may assume this
time that (3.1) holds at P0. Hence,
(3.11) My =
−2qxygx + r2(y gyy + x gxy)
r2(q+1)
= 0
and
(3.12) Mx =
[(1− 2q)x2 + y2] gx + r2(y gxy + xgxx)
r2(q+1)
≥ 0
and also, by equation (MAPh), θ g2x gyy = h at P0. Substituting gyy = h/(θ g
2
x) in
(3.11) and solving with respect to gxy gives
(3.13) gxy = − yh
θxg2x
+
2pygx
r2
.
Substituting this in (3.12) and solving with respect to gxx gives
(3.14) gxx ≥ y
2h
θ x2g2x
+
[(2q − 1)x2 − (2q + 1)y2]gx
r2 x
.
Here we have used that x > 0 at P0. This follows from assumption (3.1), (H-2) and
the convexity of Λ(g).
We next differentiate equation (MAPh) with respect to x and use that g = 0,
gy = 0, gyy = h/(θg
2
x) and (3.13) to conclude that
(3.15) gyyy =
hy
θg2x
, at P0.
Also, we differentiate equation (MAPh) with respect to y and use that g = 0,
gy = 0, gyy = h/(θg
2
x), (3.13) - (3.15), to conclude that
(3.16) gxyy ≤ hx
θ g2x
+
(1 + 2θ)(1− 2q)h
θ2 x g2x
+
4(1 + 2θ)q2y2 gx
θ r4
.
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We next differentiate M twice with respect to y and use (3.13) - (3.16), gy = 0,
g = 0 and gyy = h/(θg
2
x). We obtain, after several direct calculations, that
Myy =
x gxyy
r2q
− 2qx[x
2 + (2q − 1)y2]gx
r2(q+2)
+
2h+ yhy
θr2qg2x
at P0. Substituting (3.16) and gx = Mr
2qx−1 in the above gives, after several
calculations, that
Myy ≤ b1M + b0
M2
with
b1 =
2q[2q + θ + θq)y2 − θr2]
θr4
and
b0 =
x2 ([1 + 4θ − 2q(1 + 2θ)]h+ θyhy + θxhx)
θ2r6q
.
Observe that since h ≥ λ > 0 we may choose q sufficiently large, depending on
‖h‖C1, to make b0 < −1. Since, Myy ≥ 0 at P0 and r ≥ ρ (by our assumption (H-
2)) we conclude thatM ≥ c(ρ, θ, λ,max∂Ω |Dg|, ‖h‖C1) > 0, finishing the proof. 
We will next establish sharp upper bounds on the second order derivatives of g.
We begin by an upper bound on the rotationally invariant quantity
G := g2xgyy − 2gxgygxy + g2ygxx = g2ν gττ
where ν, τ denote the outer normal and tangential directions to the level sets of g
respectively. Since the level sets of g are convex (because the function f is convex)
we have G ≥ 0.
Lemma 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, the quantity G = g2ν gττ
satisfies
max
Ω(g)
G ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ,max
∂Ω
G, ‖h‖C2).
Proof. Set M := G+ |Dg|2. We will estimate M by the maximum principle. Since
g is assumed to be in C4(Ω(g)), and hence g gij = 0 at Γ(g), it follows from equation
(MAPh) that M = θ−1 h+ |Dg|2 at Γ(g). Hence, we only need to controlM in the
interior of Ω(g). Assuming that the maximum of M is attained at an interior point
P0 ∈ Ω(g), we will show that
(3.17) aijMij =
1
M2 (1 + g2x)
4∑
i=0
AiM
i, at P0
with A = (aij) given by (3.4), A4 ≥ c(θ, ρ, λ,max∂ΩG, ‖h‖C2) > 0 and |Ai| ≤
C(θ, ρ, λ,max∂ΩG, ‖h‖C2), for i = 0, ...3. Since aijMij ≤ 0 at a maximum point,
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this will imply the inequalityM ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ,max∂ΩG, ‖h‖C2), showing that maxΩ(g)M ≤
C(max∂ΩM, θ, ρ, λ,max∂ΩG, ‖h‖C2), as desired.
To prove (3.17), we begin by noticing that since M is rotationally invariant we
may assume that (3.1) holds at P0, i.e., gx > 0, gy = 0 and M = g
2
x (gyy+1) at P0.
Also, by a standard change of variables (see in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [S]),
we may also assume that gxy = 0 at P0. Using (3.1) we compute that
Mx = g
2
x gxyy + 2 gxgxx(1 + gyy) = 0, My = g
2
x gyyy = 0 at P0
implying that
(3.18) gxyy = −2 gxx (1 + gyy)
gx
, gyyy = 0, at P0.
Differentiating equation (MAPh) in y, using (3.18) and solving with respect to gxxy
we obtain
(3.19) gxxy =
hy
g gyy
at P0
since gy = gxy = 0 at P0. Also, differentiating equation (MAPh) in x, using
(3.18)-(3.19) and solving with respect to gxxx we obtain
(3.20) gxxx =
hxgx + gxx [(2θ − gyy)g2x + 2g (1 + gyy)gxx]
g gxgyy
at P0.
We next differentiate equation (MAPh) twice in y, multiply it by g2x and subtract
it from aijMij to eliminate fourth order derivatives, while use (3.18)-(3.20) to
eliminate third order derivatives. After several direct calculations, using also that
gy = 0 = gxy = 0 at P0, we obtain that
aijMij =
1
M2 (1 + g2x)
4∑
i=0
AiM
i
with
A4 = 3θ(1 + 4θ)g
4
x
and
|Ai| ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖h‖C2 , ‖g‖C1), i = 0, · · · , 3.
By the previous two Propositions, 0 < c ≤ gx ≤ C < ∞. Hence, A4 > 0, while
Ai, i = 0, · · · , 3 bounded. This shows that at an interior maximum point, M ≤
C(θ, ρ, λ,max∂ΩG, ‖h‖C2), hence finishing the proof of the Lemma. 
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We will now bound
(3.21) Q := max
γ
(g Dγγg + θ |Dγg|2), θ = 1 + p
2− p
from above, where the maximum in (3.21) is taken over all directions γ. Note, that
in terms of the function f , we have
Q = max
γ
(q1/3 f
1−2p
3 fγγ), q =
3
2− p .
In particular, since f is convex, Q ≥ 0.
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, we have
(3.22) max
Ω(g)
Q ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2).
Proof. We begin by observing that since g ∈ C4(Ω(g)), by Lemma 3.1, the bound
Q = θ |Dg|2 ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C1) holds.
Assume next that the maximum of Q is attained at an interior point P0 ∈ Ω(g)
and at a direction γ, so that
Q(P0) = g Dγγg + θ |Dγg|2.
Let ν, τ denote the outward normal and tangential directions to the level sets of g
respectively.
Claim. Either Q(P0) ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2) or γ = ν.
To prove the claim, we begin by expressing the maximum direction γ as γ =
λ1 ν + λ2 τ , with λ
2
1 + λ
2
2 = 1 so that
(3.23) Q(P0) = g [λ
2
1 gνν + 2λ1λ2 gντ + λ
2
1 gττ ] + λ
2
1 g
2
ν .
Next, we use the equation (MAPh) expressed in the form
(g gνν + θ g
2
ν) gττ = g g
2
ντ + h
and the bounds in Lemmas 3.1 - 3.3 to first conclude the bound
Q(P0) ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2 )
unless ggνν is sufficiently large at P0. If in particular ggνν > θg
2
ν at P0, we then
conclude from (MAPh) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that
g g2ντ ≤ 2 g gνν gτ τ ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2∂Ω , ‖h‖C2) g gνν
showing the bound gντ ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2)√gνν . Using once more the
bound gττ ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2), θ ), we readily deduce from (3.23) that Q(P0)
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becomes maximum when λ2 = 0, provided it is sufficiently large, depending only
on ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, θ, ρ. This proves the Claim.
If Q(P0) ≤ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2) then the proof of the Proposition is com-
plete. Otherwise, from the previous claim we may assume that Q(P0) = g gνν+θ g
2
ν
and also, since ν is the maximum direction, that g gντ + θ gνgτ = 0 at P0, implying
that gντ = 0 at P0, since g > 0 and gτ = 0 at P0. Also, by rotating the coordinates,
we may assume that (3.1) holds at P0, i.e., the direction of the vector ν is that of
the x-axis.
We will show that
(3.24) 0 ≥ aij Qij = g [(1 + h)Q+ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2)] at P0
withA = (aij) given by (3.4). Since h > 0, this implies the boundQ ≤ C(θ, ‖h‖C2 , ‖g‖C1)
at P0, which combined with Lemma 3.2 implies the desired estimate.
To prove (3.24) let us first summarize that
(3.25) gx > 0, gy = 0, gxy = 0 at P0.
Also, since Q = g gxx+θg
2
x at P0, equation (MAPh) together with conditions (3.25)
imply that
(3.26) gyy = hQ
−1 at P0.
We next differentiate Q is x and y and use (3.25) to deduce the equalities
Qx = g gxxx + (1 + 2 θ) gx gxx, Gy = g gxxy = 0 at P0
from which we conclude that
(3.27) gxxx = − (1 + 2 θ) gx gxx
g
, gxxy = 0, at P0.
Also, differentiating equation (MAPh) in x, using (3.25) and (3.27) gives
(3.28) gxyy =
hx
Q
at P0.
We next differentiate twice the equation (MAPh) in x to eliminate the fourth order
derivatives from aij Qij and use (3.27)- (3.28) to eliminate third order derivatives
and also (3.25)-(3.26) to finally conclude, after several calculations, that
aij Qij = g [(1 + h)G+ C(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2)
by the previous Lemmas and our assumptions. This finishes the proof of the Lemma.

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We are now going to combine the estimates in Lemmas 3.1-3.4 to give the proof
of Theorem 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We begin by expressing (MAPh) in the form
detM = ( g gνν + θg2ν ) gττ − g g2ντ = h.
Hence, it is enough to establish the bounds
c ≤ g gνν + θ g2ν ≤ c−1 and c ≤ gττ ≤ c−1
for a constant c = c(θ, ρ, λ, ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2 ) > 0.
The bounds from above readily follow from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 combined with
Lemma 3.2. The bounds from below follow from ( g gνν + θg
2
ν ) gττ = h + g g
2
ντ ≥
λ > 0 (from our assumption on h) and the corresponding bounds from above. 
We next re-state Theorem 2.8 in terms of the solution f of (MAh).
Corollary 3.5. Assume that f is a non-negative weakly convex classical solution
f of the boundary value problem (MAh) in Ω, with 0 < p < 2, which satisfies
assumptions (H-1)–(H-4). Define the matrix
(3.29) M = (µij) =

 q
1
3 f
1−2p
3 fνν f
−p
2 fντ
f−
p
2 fντ q
− 1
3 f−
1+p
3 fττ


with ν, τ denoting the outer normal and tangent direction to the level sets of f re-
spectively and q = 3/(2−p). Then, there exist a constant c = c( θ, ρ, λ, ‖f q‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2 ) >
0 for which
(3.30) c |ξ|2 ≤ µijξi ξj ≤ c−1 |ξ|2, ∀ξ 6= 0.
We will finish this section with the following lower bound on
√
g detD2g, which
will be used in the next section.
Proposition 3.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, there exists a constant
C = C(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ) > 0, for which the bound
(3.31)
√
g detD2g ≥ −C
holds on Ω(g).
Proof. Set Z := (x2 + y2)
√
g detD2g. We will use the maximum principle to
establish the bound Z ≥ −C, which readily implies (3.31), since x2 + y2 ≥ ρ2 on
Ω(g).
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Clearly, Z ≥ −C on ∂Ω(g). Assume that the maximum of Z is attained at an
interior point P0 ∈ Ω(g). Since Z is rotationally invariant, we may assume, without
loss of generality, that
(3.32) gx > 0, gy = 0 and gxy = 0, at P0.
Differentiating equation once and twice in x, y and using that Zx = Zy = 0 at
P0, we find, after several direct calculations, that at the minimum point P0 where
(3.33) holds, we have
(3.33) 0 ≤ aij Zij = 1
4 r4 g g21 g22
3∑
i=1
Ai Z
i, at P0
with A = (aij) given by (3.4), and
A1 = 13 (x
2 + y2)2 g41 g22 + C
√
g
and
A2 = −√g (117 (x2 + y2)3/2 g21 g22 + C g) and A3 = −
4g2x22
(x2 + y2)2g22
.
The constants C = C(g1, g22, x, y) depend only on g1, g22, x, y and hence they are
bounded, by Theorem 2.8.
We will show that aij Zij < 0 at P0 provided that Z < 0 is sufficiently large in
absolute value and P0 is sufficiently close to the free-boundary Γ(g), establishing a
contradiction to aij Zij ≥ 0 at the minimum point P0 of Z.
It is clear from the estimates in Theorem 2.8 that A1 Z < 0 and A2 Z
2 < 0,
provided P0 is sufficiently close to the free-boundary ∂Ω, i.e. g is sufficiently close
to zero. The term A3 Z
3 is nonnegative, however we observe that
A3 Z
3 = −4x
2
2 g (
√
g Z)2
(x2 + y2)2g22
Z = CgZ
with C bounded, since
√
g Z is bounded by the estimates in Theorem 2.8. Hence,∑3
i=1 Ai Z
i ≤ A1 + A3 < 0 at P0, provided that Z < 0 is sufficiently large and
P0 is sufficiently close to the free-boundary Γ(g), which concludes the proof of the
Proposition. 
4. C2,αs -Regularity
We will assume throughout this section that g ∈ C4(Ω(g)) is a classical solution
of the boundary value problem (MAPh) in Ω, with 0 < p < 2 and h ∈ C2(Ω)
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satisfying (2.1). In addition, we assume that g satisfies the assumptions (H-1)–(H-
4). Our goal is to establish a uniform estimate on the norm ‖g‖C2,αs (Ω(g)), as defined
in section 2.2, by combining the a-priori estimates in Theorem 2.8 with the Ho¨lder
Regularity result Theorem [DL]. We will obtain estimates which depend only on
the data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ.
Since the regularity theorem [DL] concerns with solutions on a fixed domain,
we will first perform a change of coordinates, near the interface, which transforms
the free-boundary problem (MAPh) to a nonlinear degenerate problem with fixed-
boundary. The same coordinate change was used in [DH2]. We refer the reader to
that paper for the detailed computations.
Let P0 = (x0, y0) ∈ Γ(g) be a free-boundary point. We may assume, by rotating
the coordinates, that at the point P0,
(4.1) n0 :=
P0
|P0| = e1.
Then, by Theorem 2.8, gx(P ) > 0, for all points P = (x, y) sufficiently close to P0.
Hence, we can solve around the point P0, the equation z = g(x, y) with respect to
x, yielding to a map
x = q(z, y)
defined for all (z, y) sufficiently close to Q0 = (0, y0). Using the identities
gx =
1
qz
, gy = −qy
qz
, gxx = − 1
q3z
qzz
and
gxy = − 1
qz
(
−qy
q2z
qzz +
1
qz
qzy
)
, gyy = − 1
qz
(
q2y
q2z
qzz − 2qy
qz
qzy + qyy
)
which yield to
gxxgyy − g2xy =
1
q4z
(
qzzqyy − q2zy
)
and
g2ygxx − 2gxgygxy + g2xgyy = −
1
q3z
qyy
we find that q satisfies the equation
(4.2)
−z detD2q + θ qz qyy
q4z
= −H
with
(4.3) H(z, y) = h(x, y), x = q(z, y).
In addition, q is a concave function, since g is convex.
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Consider the non-linear operator
Lq :=
−z detD2q + θ qz qyy
q4z
.
The linearization L˜ of L around a point q has the form
Lq(q˜) =
−z qyy q˜zz + 2z qzy q˜zy + (θ qz − z qzz) q˜yy
q4z
+
4 z detD2q − 3 θ qz qyy
q5z
q˜z.
(4.4)
Let us denote by Bη the box
(4.5) Bη = { 0 ≤ z ≤ η2, |y − y0| ≤ η }
around Q0 = (0, y0) and by C
α
s (Bη), C2,αs (Bη) the spaces defined in section 2.2.
Our goal in this section is to establish the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Assume that g ∈ C4(Ω(g)) is a non-negative classical solution of
the boundary value problem (MAPh) on Ω, with 0 < p < 2 and h ∈ C2(Ω) satisfying
condition (2.1). In addition, assume that g satisfies the assumptions (H-1)–(H-4).
Then, there exist constants 0 < α < 1, C < ∞ and η > 0, depending only on
the data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ, such that for any free-boundary point P0 = (x0, y0),
satisfying condition (4.1), the function x = q(z, y) satisfies the estimate
‖q‖C2+αs (Bη) ≤ C
on Bη = { 0 ≤ z ≤ η2, |y − y0| ≤ η }.
Consider the matrix
(4.6) A = (αij) := q−4z

 −qyy
√
z qzy
√
z qzy θ qz − z qzz


and the coefficient
(4.7) b :=
4 z detD2q − 3 θ qz qyy
q5z
.
A direct consequence of Theorem 2.8 is the following a-priori bounds on A and
b.
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there exist a positive con-
stants c = c(‖g‖C2
∂D
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ) and η0, for which the bounds
(4.8) 0 < c |ξ|2 ≤ αij ξi ξj ≤ c−1 |ξ|2, ∀ξ 6= 0
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and
(4.9) 0 < c ≤ b ≤ c−1
hold on the box Bη, provided η ≤ η0.
Proof. By direct calculation
(4.10) detA = z detD
2q − θ qz qyy
q4z
= h
and
(4.11) trA = 1
g3x
[
(g2y gxx − 2gxgygxy + g2x gyy) + (ggxx + θ g2x)
]
.
By (2.1), λ < detA < λ−1. The bound c < trA < c−1 follows from Theorem 2.8
and (4.11). These two bounds yield to (4.8).
Next, we observe that
b =
4z detD2q − 3 θ qz qyy
q5z
= gx (3 h+ g detD
2g).
Theorem 2.8 shows that b ≤ c−1 on Bη. The bound from below b ≥ c > 0 on Bη,
with η sufficiently small, readily follows from (2.1) and (3.31). 
We are now in position to show the uniform Ho¨lder bounds of the first order
derivatives hy and hz of h on Bη.
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there exists a number α ∈
(0, 1), and positive constants η and C, depending only on the data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ,
such that
‖qz‖Cαs (B η
2
) ≤ C and ‖qy‖Cαs (B η
2
) ≤ C.
Proof. We will first establish the bound for q˜ = qy. Differentiating equation (4.2)
with respect to y we find that q˜ = qy satisfies the equation Lq(q˜) = H˜ with
H˜ = −∂yH , with Lq given by (4.4). Since ∂yH = hy + hx qy, using the notation
Hy(z, y) = hy(x, y) and Hz(z, y) = hx(x, y), x = q(x, y)
we conclude that q˜ satisfies the equation
(4.12) z α11 q˜zz + 2
√
zα12 q˜zy + α22 q˜yy + b q˜z + c q˜ = −Hy
with αij and b given by (4.6) and (4.7) respectively and c = hx(x, y) = Hz(z, y).
In addition, Lemma 4.2 and our conditions on the function h, imply that equa-
tion (4.12) satisfies all the assumptions of our Cα-regularity result, Theorem [DL].
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Hence, there exists a number α in 0 < α < 1, such that the Ho¨lder norm ‖q˜‖Cαs (B η
2
)
is bounded in terms of ‖h˜‖C0(Bη) and ‖Hy‖C0(Bη). Since ‖q˜‖C0(Bη) is uniformly
bounded, the bound ‖qy‖Cαs (B η
2
) ≤ C readily follows from our assumptions on the
function h.
We will now establish the Cαs bound for q˜ = qz. Differentiating equation (4.2)
with respect to z we find that q˜ = qz satisfies the equation
z qyy q˜zz − 2z qzy q˜zy + (z qzz − θ qz) q˜yy
q4z
4 z detD2q − (3θ + 1) qz qyy
q5z
q˜z +
q2zy
q5z
= H1
(4.13)
with H1 = ∂zH = hx qz = Hz qz. We wish to apply the regularity Theorem [DL]
shown in [DL2] to control the Cαs norm of q˜ = qz. However, our a-priori bounds in
Theorem 2.8 do not imply that the term q2zy/q
5
z is bounded, since the bounds (4.8)
only control
√
z hzy.
To control the Cαs norm of hz, we will apply Theorems 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 in
[DL1] on certain super-solutions and sub-solutions of equation (4.13).
We begin by noticing that since the term q2zy/q
5
z is nonnegative, (4.13) implies
that q˜ = qz is a super-solution of equation
z qyy q˜zz − 2z qzy q˜zy + (z qzz − θ qz) q˜yy
q4z
4 z detD2q − (3θ + 1) qz qyy
q5z
q˜z ≤ H1.
(4.14)
Let us denote by (aij) the matrix in (4.6) and by
(4.15) b1 :=
4 z detD2q − (3θ + 1) qz qyy
q5z
and set
(4.16) L1(q˜) := za11q˜zz + 2
√
z a12 q˜zy + a22 q˜yy + b1 q˜z.
A similar argument to that used in the proof of (4.9) shows that b1 satisfies the
bounds
(4.17) c < b1 < c
−1, on Bη
with c = c(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ) > 0.
Following very similar computations to those in the proof of Lemma 5.9 in in
[DL1], we conclude:
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• q˜ = qz is a super-solution of equation
L1(q˜) ≤ H˜1, on Bη
with H˜1 = Hz q˜.
• There exists a number β > 1, depending only on the a priori bounds, for
which if (hz − m) > 0 on Bη, for some positive constant m, then q˜2 :=
(hz −m)β is a sub-solution of the equation
L1(q˜2) ≥ H2.
• There exists a number β > 1, depending only on the a priori bounds, so
that q˜3 := h
β
z is a sub-solution of the equation
L1(q˜3) ≥ H3.
• There exists a number β > 1, depending only on the a priori bounds, so
that for any constantM , q˜4 := (M
β−hβz ) is a super-solution of the equation
L1(q˜4) ≤ H4.
It can be shown, as in the proof of Lemma 5.9 in [DL1], that the functions Hi,
i = 1, .., 4 satisfy the bounds
‖Hi‖L∞(Bη) ≤ C(‖g‖C2∂Ω , ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ).
The Ho¨lder regularity of the function h˜ = hz on Bη follows by combining the
above with the Harnack estimate, Theorem 3.6, and the local maximum principle,
Theorem 3.7 in [DL2], along the lines of the proof of Lemma 5.9 in [DL1]. This
yields to the bound ‖qz‖Cαs (Bη
2
) ≤ C(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, θ, λ, ρ ). 
We will next combine Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 with the classical regularity results for
strictly elliptic linear and fully nonlinear equations, to obtain the C2,αs regularity
of the solution q on the box Bη defined by (4.5) around the boundary point Q0 =
(0, y0, t0), where Lemma 4.2 holds.
Let Qr = (r2, yr) be a point in Bη, where the index r indicates that the z
coordinate of Qr is of distance r
2 from the boundary z = 0. For 0 < µ < 1, denote
by Dµ the disk Dµ = { z2 + y2 ≤ µ2 }. Define the dilation qr of q on Dµ, namely
the function
qr(z, y) :=
q(r2 + r2z, yr + r y)
r2
.
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A direct computation shows that the function qr satisfies the equation
(4.18)
−z˜ detD2qr + θ qrz qryy
(qrz)
4
= −Hr
with z˜ = 1 + z and Hr(z, y) = H(r
2 + r2z, yr + r y).
When P = (z, y) ∈ Dµ, with 0 < µ < 1, then z˜ ≥ 1 − µ2 > 0. It follows by the
bounds of Lemma 4.2 and the bound 0 < λ ≤ H ≤ λ−1, that (4.18) is uniformly
elliptic on Dµ. Hence, by the known results on the regularity of solutions to strictly
elliptic fully-nonlinear equations (see in [CC]), one obtains uniform C∞ bounds for
qr on Dµ, in terms of ‖qr‖L∞(Dµ0 ), for any 0 < µ < µ0 < 1. Notice that, in
addition, ‖qr‖L∞(Dµ0 ) is uniformly bounded, since qz is bounded in Bη. The above
discussion leads to the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. For any 0 < µ0 < 1, there exists a constant C(µ0) depending also on
‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, p, λ and ρ, such that
‖qr‖C∞s (Dµ) ≤ C(µ0)
for all 0 < µ < µ0.
One may now combine Lemma 4.4 with Lemma 4.3 along the lines of the proof
of Lemma 6.8 in [DL1] to establish the Cαs regularity of z hzz and
√
z hzy, as stated
next:
Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there exists a number α in
0 < α < 1 and constants C, η depending only on the data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, p, λ, ρ ,
such that for any two points Q1 = (z1, y1) and Q2 = (z2, y2) in B η
2
, we have
|z1qzz(Q1)− z2qzz(Q2)|+ |√z1qzz(Q1)−√z2qzz(Q2)| ≤ Cs(Q1, Q2)α.
Finally, the Ho¨lder estimate for qyy can be derived from the Ho¨lder estimates of
qz, qy and z qzz,
√
z qzy and the regularity of H .
Lemma 4.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there exists a number α ∈
(0, 1) and constants C, η depending only on the data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, p, λ, ρ , such
that for any two points Q1 = (z1, y1) and Q2 = (z2, y2) in B η
2
, we have
|qyy(Q1)− qyy(Q2)| ≤ s(Q1, Q2)α.
Following an inductive argument as in Theorem 7.3 in [DH2], we can show higher
regularity, as stated next.
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Theorem 4.7. Assume that g ∈ C2,αs is a solution of (MAPh) which also satisfies
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and the additional assumption that h ∈ Ck+2(Ω),
there exist constants 0 < α < 1, C < ∞ and η > 0, depending only on the
data ‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖Ck+2, p, λ, ρ, such that for any free-boundary point P0 = (x0, y0),
satisfying condition (4.1), the function x = q(z, y) satisfies the estimate
‖q‖Ck+αs (Bη) ≤ C
on Bη = { 0 ≤ z ≤ η2, |y − y0| ≤ η } for any positive integer k.
We are now in position to give the proof of Theorem 2.10.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Let η denote the uniform constant in Theorem 4.7. Consider
the sub-domains
Ω∗η(g) = {x ∈ Ω(g)| d(x,Γ(g)) > η} and Ωη(g) = {x ∈ Ω(g)| d(x,Γ(g) < η}.
The estimate in Theorem 4.7 implies the bound
‖g‖
Ck+αs (Ωη(g))
≤ C(‖g‖C2
∂Ω
, ‖h‖C2, p, λ, ρ).
It remains to show that g ∈ C∞(Ω∗η(g)). Indeed, on Ω∗η(g) we have
0 < δ0(η) ≤ detD2f = h fp ≤ C(λ,max
∂Ω
ϕ)
for a positive constants δ0 and C(λ,max∂Ω ϕ). Hence, f satisfies a Monge-Ampe´re
equation as those considered in [CKN].
The bounds in Corollary 3.5 imply the upper bound on any second derivative
fii on Ω
∗
η(g), and the lower bound of fii follows from the balance of the second
derivatives det(D2f) ≈ 1 on Ω∗η. Therefore f satisfies a uniformly elliptic equation
and det1/2(D2f) is a concave operator. Hence, the C∞ regularity of f , satisfying
detD2f = h fp, on Ω∗η(g) follows from the regularity theory for uniformly convex
or concave fully-nonlinear operators ( [CC] ). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 readily follows from Lemmas 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6.
5. Stability: I is open
In this section, we will utilize the estimates of previous sections to show the
following stability of solutions of (MAPt) in the parameter t. This will conclude
the proof of the Theorem 1.1, as discussed in section 2.3.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume that g0 is a classical solution of (MAPt) for t = t0, satis-
fying conditions (H-1)–(H-4) and such that ‖g0‖C2,αs ≤ C(‖ϕ‖C2∂Ω , p, λ, ρ ). Then,
there is a δ > 0 such that for any t with |t− t0| < δ, the problem (MAPt) admits
a C2,αs -solution g(·, t).
We will use the corresponding elliptic argument to the parabolic one which was
used in section 8 of [DH2]. Since the two arguments are quite similar, we will only
outline the proofs, referring the reader to [DH2] (see also in [DH1]) for the details.
We pick a smooth surface S, sufficiently close to the f0 = (q−2/3 g0)q, such
that its inner boundary ∂S lies on the z = 0 plane and its outer boundary is ∂Ω.
Denoting by D a ring
D = {(u, v) ∈ R2 : 1 ≤ u2 + v2 ≤ 2}
we let S : D → R2 be a smooth parameterization for the surface S which maps
∂inD = {(u, v) : u2+v2 = 1} to ∂inS = S∩{z = 0} and ∂outD = {(u, v) : u2+v2 =
2} to ∂outS = ∂Ω. We can find a smooth vector vector field
T =


T1
T2
T3


which is transverse to the surface S ∩{z ≥ δ} while it is pararell to the z = 0 plane
when 0 ≤ z ≤ δ. Now we define the change of coordinate ϕ : D → R3 by

x
y
z

 = ϕ


u
v
w

 = S

u
v

+ wT

u
v

 .
Via this coordinate change, the solution z = f(x, y; t) of (MAt) will be mapped
onto the graph 



u
v
w(u, v; t)

 :

u
v




if z = f(x, y; t) is close to the surface S. By the choice of the parameterization S
of S, we have
(u, v) ∈ ∂inD iff z = 0.
In the other words, the interfaces Γ(g(x, y; t)) = ∂{(x, y) : g(x, y; t) > 0} will be
always mapped to the fixed boundary ∂inD.
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Definition 5.2. We say g(x, y; t) is of class Ck,2+αs if the function w(x, y; t) belongs
to the class Ck,2+αs (D). Finally, we say that g(x, y; t) are smooth up to the interface
Γ(g(x, y; t)) if w(u, v; t) is smooth on D.
In addition, the equation (MAPt) will be transformed to the boundary value
problems
(5.1)


Mw(u, v; t) = 0 (u, v) ∈ D
w(u, v; t) = ψ(u, v) (u, v) ∈ ∂outD
where ψ(u, v) is the function, uniquely determined by ϕ(x, y), after the change
of variables and Mw = F (D2w,Dw,w, u, v; t) is a fully nonlinear equation whose
linearized equation at t = 0 has the form (4.16) satisfying (4.8),(4.9).
Theorem 5.1 follows by combining Theorem 8.4 in [DH2] and Theorems 4.1 and
4.7.
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